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A 
 Jesuit professor once said that no two experiences 

are ever the same, even if the ingredients, processes, 

features, formulas, etc are replicated exactly the 

same way.  For in every repetition, you add and give something 

new that makes the experience richer. 

The ANCOP Immersion for the fourth batch of CFC ANCOP 

Australia’s Ambassadors was held in the Philippines from 8-16 

January 2019. I was fortunate to once again join six years after 

my first immersion experience in 2013. This time I was in the 

company of my eldest daughter who just finished Year 12 and 

about to start university.  Like it was in the first, it was funny 

how we always follow our introduction with “oh no, we are not 

Australian diplomats” but named after the biennial ANCOP 

program in Australia where each chapter or area chooses an 

ANCOP ‘Ambassador’ to be at the forefront of an intensive 

awareness and fundraising campaign, visiting every CFC 

household and presenting the good work of ANCOP within CFC 

and outside the community.   

We had 11 Ambassadors from Sydney, Melbourne, Canberra, 

Cairns, Darwin, Adelaide and Perth (two Ambassadors 

unfortunately couldn’t make it) plus six others, a son, two 

daughters and the CFC service team.  The immersion program is 

a continuation of their formation as ANCOP Ambassadors.  

After knowing about ANCOP and campaigning with their innate 

love for the poor and faith in God, they would experience the 

bigger ANCOP family particularly our partners in supporting our 

scholars (the parents/ foster parents who are raising them, 

beneficiaries of ANCOP housing, Project Implementing team 

who are volunteers on the ground, ANCOP full time workers, 

among others).  Every day was coupled with prayers, journaling 

and processing of experiences.  The Ambassadors would go 

back to their respective areas with better understanding and 

perspectives and continue to champion our mission with the 

poor through ANCOP.  And I guess, this is also how the ANCOP 

Australia Ambassador program has evolved—for at first, we 

were mainly pressed by the need for funds, but now we see 

that above that, we are working towards a change of hearts and 

mindset. 

Everything was a blessing, even the last-minute adjustments to 

the itinerary.  We had the ANCOP Orientation at the CFC Office 

on Day 1 before heading to Bahay at Yaman ni San Martin de 

Porres in Bulacan, where we stayed overnight. From Bulacan, 

we drove to Paniqui, Tarlac early morning of the following day 

Immersion Trip Overview 
By Cynthia Argana, CFC Sydney 

The ANCOP ambassadors at the CFC Office in Cubao, for a pre-immersion briefing and orientation. We thank our brothers and sisters in CFC Manila for organising 

our trip. Special thanks to Tita Maluz Kabamalan (third from left, wearing dark blue), who tirelessly helped us and made the immersion trip a very memorable one. 
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for a build (help build ANCOP-funded houses/village) and 

interaction with the residents.  The exchange of acts of 

gratitude and service was so sincere, we were welcomed 

warmly and fell in love with the families there, as if they are 

truly our own.   

Day 3 fortuitously became a chance to visit the Arnold Janssen 

Kalinga Centre in Tayuman, Manila.  Kalinga reaches out to the 

poorest of the poor and homeless in the area and aims to 

restore self-image, self-worth, and self- dignity to its 

beneficiaries by providing bathing, clothing, feeding, skills and 

job placement assistance.  We saw a different face of poverty 

and how a lot of other organizations are doing their share.  Fr 

Flavie Villanueva, SVD, who runs the centre also generously 

gave us a talk on Justice and Mercy which was a fitting 

complement mid-way through the immersion. The break in the 

schedule also allowed us to have an impromptu socio-cultural 

exposure and appreciation of the Filipinos encapsulated in 

Luneta.   

In the next days, we went to a Cornerstone class in 

Mandaluyong, attended the CFC Leaders Conference in MOA, 

spent a full day at Our Lady of Banneux ANCOP Village in San 

Mateo, Rizal, went to another build in an urban poor 

community in Moonwalk, Paranaque and attended the ANCOP 

Summit at the CFC Office in Cubao. 

In this immersion, through observations, listening, learning, 

experiencing, feeling, sharing and living out, we learned to 

NOT only be passers-by.  As the word says, to immerse is to 

plunge into, to be involved deeply, and we approached this 

journey with this thought in mind.  Yet at the same time, we 

were also wary, warning ourselves that as we enter into an 

encounter, we are entering a “holy ground”, every person that 

we would meet is a brother and a sister, worthy of respect and 

dignity, worthy to come back home to, that we should “take 

off our sandals” first if through them, we wish to see the face 

of God. 

In the next few pages, we will hear from the CFC ANCOP 

Australia Ambassadors about their immersion experiences. I 

hope their sharings inspire us all to help the poor, and to 

recognise that in the poor we encounter Jesus.   

The immersion team posing with kids of a Cornerstone class in a school in Mandaluyong, Metro Manila. Cornerstone is a CFC ANCOP project which provides 

tutorial and values formation support to elementary and high school students. CFC ANCOP Australia provides financial support to five schools running 

Cornerstone classes (see January 2019 Issue of What’s Up, ANCOP?) 

… as we enter into an 

encounter, we are also 

entering a “holy ground” 
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D 
ay 1 of the Immersion, we went to visit Bahay at 

Yaman ni San Martin De Porres in Bustos, Bulacan. It 

is a community that provides care to children in 

crisis (e.g. street children, runaways, orphans, homeless, 

destitute, abandoned and physically-abused). It is located on a 

27-acre campus with five colourful wood and stone houses. The 

institution currently cares for 115 children. It was founded in 

2003 by Father Florentino Concepcion, known simply as Father 

Boyet. The place is one of the beneficiaries of CFC ANCOP 

Australia’s educational sponsorship. In SY 2017-18, CFC ANCOP 

Australia provided sponsorship to 71 of its residents. 

Upon arrival, all of us were impressed by the beauty and 

cleanliness of the place. The landscape is manicured, the 

dormitories are nice and clean. The children we’ve met 

behaved very well. They spoke politely, acted with discipline, 

sounded modest, and looked responsible. We observed them 

to work together like a family.  This place is a home for them, a 

refuge. I understand many of them were originally street 

children, roaming city streets because of abandonment, abuse, 

neglect, and extreme poverty.  The staff looking after the  

children are loving, compassionate, kind and very 

welcoming.  Assisting Father Boyet are Sis Adora, Sis Myrna, 

Allen (a psychometrician), and Vincent, a teacher.      

The wards of St Martin de Porres live very simple lives. They 

don’t have the amenities, appliances, or gadgets that we in 

Australia consider to be “basic”. They have a different way of 

life.  They enjoy the company of each other while playing, 

working or studying.  They love and cherish the beauty of 

nature, savour the simple food, and appreciate their clean 

water.  The place receives donations, but the place  is self-

reliant in some respects. It has a piggery, a fish pond, rice fields 

and vegetable garden to support and sustain the daily 

needs.  Their home has no janitor or gardener.  The children 

are responsible for maintaining the cleanliness and orderliness 

of the place.  They also wash their own clothes, using water 

from a deep well.   

The children are taught how to sleep early and wake up early (9 

pm lights out and 5 am wake up).  They make their beds, have 

regular morning prayer time, eat breakfast and get ready for 

school.  The older ones attend school outside, while the young 

A child’s refuge: Bahay at 
Yaman ni San Martin de Porres 
By Juliet Vargas, CFC Sydney and Noemi Tan, CFC Perth 

The clean surroundings of San Martin de Porres. The children maintain the place 
themselves.  

The place was named after Martin de Porres Velázquez, a Peruvian lay brother of the 
Dominican Order, who lived from 1579 to 1639. He was canonised in 1962. St Martin was  
noted for his work on behalf of the poor, establishing an orphanage and a 
children's hospital. He is the patron saint of mixed-race people, barbers, innkeepers, 
public health workers, and all those seeking racial harmony.  
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ones attend the in-house classes. 

At 6 pm we attended the Mass at Capilla de San Martin. The 

boys sat next to each other in front. They were all very 

attentive, listening quietly to Fr Boyet’s homily. I was really 

impressed! 

I know in my heart these children value each other. Each day is 

a blessing for them. They appreciate the sound of laughter 

every time they play; and value the sound of silence each time 

they pray.  

All of the above are perfect in my eyes, but I have sensed that 

some of the grown up children are still sad and lonely.  Maybe 

because they are longing for a real father and mother.  I 

offered them a prayer. I asked God to give them peace, joy and 

happiness. 

 

 

My experience in this ANCOP immersion was one of the best I 

ever had in my life.  It was intimate, hands-on, with love, 

kindness and gratitude.    

ANCOP in the Philippines is big, a refuge to many people in 

need.  ANCOP showed us that our brothers and sisters deserve 

to live a better life, given  hope where there is despair, and 

their dignity and sense of purpose restored. We are blessed 

and we are responsible to share the blessings we enjoy 

especially here in Australia. 

After the Immersion, I feel really compelled to do more.  I hope 

not in words but in deeds.  I prayed really hard, that this 

experience will be passed on to everyone.  For me, ANCOP is a 

gift that needs to be shared.    - Juliet Vargas 

 

Noemi, with husband Arnold, the CFC ANCOP Ambassador for Perth, in front 
of one of the dormitories of  San Martin de Porres 

Most rewarding experience 

Meeting and being with the less fortunate kids of Bahay at 

Yaman ni San Martin de Porres in Bulacan was the most 

rewarding experience I had during the immersion. I can't 

express my inner feelings towards them. My heart swelled 

and wanted to share to them the love and caress that they 

are longing for.  Serving the children is really a difficult task 

as it involves a lot of commitment. We need to rekindle 

the fire of passion, service and commitment within CFC 

ANCOP community and follow the footsteps of Father 

Boyet for his hard work and dedication.  

I truly believe that God uses me as one of his instruments 

and will be forever grateful for the opportunity to serve 

and be part of CFC ANCOP Australia!  - Noemi Tan 

“ANCOP showed us that our brothers 

and sisters deserve to live a better life, 

given  hope where there is despair, 

and their dignity and sense of purpose 

restored. “ 

The immersion team, with Fr Boyet (centre, white shirt) and Vincent (leftmost), a teacher 
looking after the younger children  who attend school in-house 

Mass at the Capilla 
de San Martin 
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Visiting an ANCOP village in Tarlac 
By Alejandro Rivera, YFC Sydney 

D 
ay 2 of the immersion,  we travelled to our first 

ANCOP village in Paniqui, Tarlac to meet and mingle 

with the locals and children.  When I first arrived 

there, I could immediately hear all the children and kids 

shouting, screaming and playing music.  When our van rolled 

up next to the undercover pavilion, all the little kids were 

waving, laughing and screaming, you could tell in their eyes 

that they were very eager to meet us. When we stepped out of 

the van everyone came and said hello and were very 

welcoming.  I could tell that this community was a very close 

and healthy group of people that had been influenced and 

supported by ANCOP.  

We sat down and some of the Ambassadors were talking and 

playing with the children. Even though they don't have a high 

standard of living, they seem happy, contented and most 

importantly have dreams and hope for their future.  The leader 

of the ANCOP structure in their village talked about how 

ANCOP helped, influenced but most importantly gave them 

hope. After the introductions and speeches, the children 

performed dances. Then it was time for us to assist the locals 

in building and painting the houses.  

I noticed that the tools and equipment they have weren't the 

best, but they were very good at what they do!   They have no 

complaints. I offered some help. I tried mixing the cement with 

a shovel and pouring buckets of water that had to be collected 

from a bomba (deep well) for ten minutes, but then I gave up! 

It was hard work! As soon as I did, one of the workers took my 

Fast Facts 

The ANCOP Village in Tarlac is located in Barangay 

Tablang in the town of Paniqui. Its main supporter is CFC 

ANCOP Canada, and in particular, ANCOP  Vancouver. In 

2017, ANCOP Canada turned over 95 homes to  poor family 

beneficiaries in the area. Currently there are 105 houses in 

the village. 

place and completed the job. That showed to me their 

determination and willingness to do hard work. It hit me,  

because as a kid from a wealthy country like Australia,  I 

thought we young people tend to avoid doing hard work. And 

when we do, we expect something for it like money! But for 

them, it's an act of kindness . They help build a neighbour’s 

house, putting in the time that God has given them and not 

expecting  anything, but giving  back to their community.  

I tried painting next and immediately noticed, all the little kids, 

the babies and children were playing in the construction site 

and not in their homes or somewhere safer.  I soon came to 

realise that they don't have anywhere else to play safely and 

don't have anything to play with. I even saw one of the little 

kids playing in the concrete powder as if it was sand on a 

beach. This realisation taught me that even though they have 

rough conditions, even though the village isn't in the best area, 

even though they don't have what other people have, they still 

find a way and are always happy, joyful and thankful for what 

they get, and make do with what they have. 

Alejandro (rightmost), posing with the village Youth for Christ members 

Alejandro trying his hand on mixing cement and sand. “It was hard work!” 
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M 
y parents raised me to always be grateful, 

although growing up in Australia, it’s sometimes 

easy to take things for granted such as 

comfortable surroundings, fresh air, and clean water because 

these are what I am used to. My experience from the ANCOP 

Immersion sparked a whole new level of gratitude for me after 

I witnessed that some necessities are not available to all. 

Before this experience, I had never been exposed to poverty 

first hand. Even when I would travel to the Philippines, I would 

only see the harsh reality of slum areas and I remember 

children and elderly selling on the road as I passed them in the 

car. When I  set foot in my cramped apartelle, all of my senses 

were immediately immersed in a totally new environment and 

I was completely out of my comfort zone. This is what made 

me know it was God’s plan for me.  

From our first destination of Bulacan, we arrived in Paniqui, 

Tarlac for a ‘build’ which includes helping to build houses in 

 

My Tarlac village experience 
By Rachel Bernabe, YFC  Canberra 

the ANCOP-funded village. We were welcomed warmly by the 

residents - with children clapping, jumping around and even 

grabbing my hand to receive a blessing.  

Children held my hand as we walked along and there was 

mutual interest and excitement in wanting to know more 

about each other. When it came to the building, it was hard 

for me because I have health problems including asthma. 

Working in this environment was a challenge. The children 

who accompanied me turned my exhaustion to energy. After 

the physical work, I realised the work I did and the difficulties I 

faced were incomparable to the daily struggle that is endured 

by many for their entire lives. I will never truly know what it 

feels like to be in their shoes but I can continue to be grateful 

and to give back in whatever way I can. I also know that 

although they may be financially poor, they are rich in their 

faith in God, in joy and in love.  

One of the fondest aspects of my journey is the feeling of 

knowing I can help others and make a positive impact on them 

in some way. Being home now with this new experience, it can 

quickly put into perspective the problems I am facing. I am so 

thankful for this rewarding experience and I continue to pray 

for all the ANCOP donors and beneficiaries. I know in my heart 

that I must continue to serve the poor in whatever way I can 

and whatever I do, it will be for God’s glory. 

A young girl watches as my co-Ambassadors paint her house 

Me, playing with the village kids 
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D 
ay 3, our Friday was freed up due to the 

unavailability of accommodation in Tarlac. When 

Tita Cynthia asked me to find a priest who can give a 

talk on Social Justice and Mercy, I was pointed to Fr Flavie 

Villanueva SVD, the current Mission Secretary and Coordinator 

for Justice and Peace issues of the Philippine Central Province 

of the Society of the Divine Word. Fr Flavie was instrumental in 

establishing the St Arnold Janssen Kalinga Centre in Tayuman, 

Sta Cruz Manila. While Kalinga is  not an ANCOP supported 

mission, the prospect of visiting the centre was providential as 

it paved the way for us to witness a different level of poverty 

and how it is approached. 

The Kalinga Centre is strategically located in the well-known 

Catholic Trade Centre owned by the Society of the Divine Word 

(SVD). The building is situated right next to the Tayuman LRT 

station. It is crowded, smoky, and noisy with the pervading 

smell of poverty. Tayuman is apparently known as the “hub of 

emigrants/illegal settlers”  without access to basic needs such 

as food, shelter, more importantly toiletry let alone education.  

Fr Flavie welcomed us warmly and thanked us for our interest 

in visiting Kalinga and led us to their little office. There he 

showed us rosary beads made by the beneficiaries of the 

Kalinga Centre which forms part of their livelihood. Then he 

directed us to proceed next door. I could not help but gaze at 

the prominently displayed image of Rembrandt’s ‘“The Return 

of the Prodigal Son’”. What a fitting image, I thought to myself.  

The image depicts mercy and compassion; I was reminded of 

the Father’s unconditional love.  

As this was our first time in the centre, we were shown a 

documentary narrative of Kalinga presented in greater part by 

His Eminence Cardinal Luis Antonio Tagle. The Cardinal pointed 

out that Kalinga means “to care” and to care is a choice.  “Are 

you going to share yourselves with others”? “Are you going to 

turn a blind eye to the needs of the poor?” “Are you going to 

lend your ears to the cry of the poor”? These were among the 

important points that I made a mental note of for me to reflect 

on and through our work with ANCOP, I and the other 

Ambassadors become more open to the challenge to choose 

the way of God. 

“Kalinga” is a nickname assigned to the St Arnold Janssen 

Kalinga Centre. It stands for “Kain Ligo Ng Ayos”, simply 

translated as Eat, Bath and Be well.  Fr Flavie explained that the 

centre is aimed not only at addressing the issues of poverty and 

hunger, but to transform the lives of the unfortunate in a 

holistic manner. The centre serves the poorest of the poor, 

homeless and marginalised. The most important vision of the 

centre is not only to simply offer another hot meal but to serve 

the destitute and forgotten by giving them a chance to 

experience themselves as dignified, worthy humans who are 

loved by our Creator (in Fr Flavie’s own words). As explained to 

us, Kalinga follows a three-phase holistic developmental 

program to concretise the mission of recreating and 

empowering lives.  This program includes: 

Phase 1 is Bathing- Clothing- Feeding:   the centre has shower 

and toilet blocks where the beneficiaries are offered the 

opportunity to receive a decent shower (not simply bucket and 

pail or ‘tabo –tabo”) and experience how it is to ‘be clean’; 

offered decent clothing and a nutritious meal. It was also 

Restoring hope through KaLingA 
By Helen Festejo, HOLD NSW 
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emphasised that the centre uses ‘good quality soap for the 

showers, and high-grade rice for the meals, and the use of 

proper crockery and cutlery in lieu of paper plates and plastic 

ware. This is to make the beneficiaries feel that they are 

deserving of a respectable way of life and therefore restore 

their self-worth and dignity. 

Phase 2 is  Education and Vocational training through the 

Alternative Learning System (ALS) in partnership with the 

Department of Education.  Many people who go to Kalinga 

barely finished school. Through the ALS they are given the 

opportunity to build upon their literacy, discover their abilities 

and capabilities , and restore their self-worth and respect.  

While the centre was not operating on the day we were there, 

we were able to meet some of the adult students of the ALS 

who were completing some form of assessment (see picture, 

below). In the short time that we were there, I sensed their 

perseverance  and dedication. The face of God is clearly 

present amongst them.  

Finally Phase 3 is Employment and Livelihood. The 

beneficiaries are provided with skills training to enable them 

find employment. This is their road to becoming independent 

and self-sufficient.  They are then encouraged to ‘give back’ on 

the streets; to go out and seek ‘the last, the lost and the least” 

then becomes their mission. 

To conclude the visit, Fr Flavie reminded us to go back to the 

image of Rembrandt’s  painting of “The Return of the Prodigal 

Son” and reflect on Luke 15:16-32 and digest the parable’s 

message of mercy and compassion. 

Somehow, this has become a reminder that as we go home at 

the conclusion of the immersion, through our work with 

ANCOP , we become more open to the invitation of responding 

to the cry of the poor. We become more emboldened to go 

further out to seek the lost, the last, the least; that we will run 

to them, not half-blind but with eyes wide open to see their 

needs;  with ears open to hear their cries;  with arms and 

hands  strong to support them, but gentle and tender enough 

to feel and nurture them.  I believe that my role as an ANCOP 

Ambassador is by divine appointment. I did not choose to be;  I 

was called to serve inspite of my own limitations. I had a 

choice to say no. I am eternally grateful that I said yes and 

have become a part of God’s work. This is a special gift as well 

as an incredible blessing.  My prayer is that God continue to 

deepen my yearning and desire to be an advocate for the poor, 

that I may be urged by His love to do more, to become an 

instrument of God’s transforming love through this mission – 

not just in words but  by action and inspire others within the 

HOLD community and outside, to do the same. Drawn from 

the Letter of Paul to the Corinthians and as the powerful 

Paulinian motto states “Caritas Christi Urget Nos” – The love of 

Christ urges us!  May we glorify God by our lives.  

The start of restoring dignity and self-

worth via Kalinga’s approach 

The beneficiaries go through seven stations which are 

manned and supervised by dedicated volunteers.  This 

process allows value formation among the beneficiaries as 

they learn to patiently wait and show respect for others. 

1. Welcoming – Tuloy po kayo sa Kalinga (Please come in) 

2. Profiling and Interview – Sino po kayo? (Who are you?) 

3. Clothing and Bathing – Nais kong makaranas maging malinis 

muli (I wish to be clean again) 

4. Grooming and Affirmation – Malinis na ako, pag-

papahalagahan ko ito (I am now clean, I will value this.)  

5. Food and Nourishment – Binusog ng lutong may 

pagmamahal at masustansya ( I have been nourished with 

love) 

6. Meals and Bonding – Kain po tayo at magkuwentuhan (Let us 

eat and fellowship) 

7. Sending-Off – Ingat po kayo, wag kumalimot kumalinga ng 

iba at balik po kayo ulit sa Kalinga (Take care, don’t forget to 

care for others and come visit us again). 

Within the 7 station process, the beneficiaries are given the 

chance to initially look at themselves at the mirror and 

revisit this image once they have received proper bathing 

and clothing. This allows them to experience what it is like 

to be clean again. 

Adult students of the Alternative Learning System at 
Kalinga Centre 
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O 
n the Saturday morning of our ANCOP Immersion 

our group visited the Jose Fabella Memorial School 

in Mandaluyong, Metro Manila. We wanted to see 

Cornerstone in action. Cornerstone is CFC ANCOP’s educational 

outreach program which helps students with their academic 

studies and develops potential leaders. 

On arrival we were greeted by local CFC Singles for Christ 

members  who have volunteer as tutors to a number of 

students in that school.  As soon as we entered the room we 

saw the bright and curious faces of the elementary children - 

some were excited and cheeky while others were shy and took 

a while to warm up to us. After a song and dance icebreaker 

session, I sat next to an SFC sister who introduced herself as 

Lyra and she filled me in on what it’s like to spend Saturday 

mornings as a tutor and how rewarding it is to be able to see 

the growth in the students’ academic learning and value 

formation. Lyra and the tutors were very patient with the 

students and I was inspired by their passion and heart to serve. 

“Education cannot be neutral. It is either 

positive or negative; either it enriches or 

it impoverishes; either it enables a 

person to grow or it lessens, even 

corrupts him. The mission of schools is to 

develop a sense of truth, of what is good 

and beautiful. And this occurs through a 

rich path made up of many ingredients.” 

Pope Francis, May 2014 

Cornerstone:  
Partner in Growth 
By Simone Bautista, SFC Sydney 

Me (in yellow shirt), Lyra (in white shirt) and the little girl she was tutoring. 

An SFC tutor and the child she’s tutoring in Cornerstone 
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I noticed the girl who did not want to leave Lyra’s side was not 

as ‘dressed up’ as the other students. Later I found out that in 

many cases the students who are struggling in schools are 

usually students who come from very impoverished families. 

Our visit allowed me to see how ANCOP, through the 

Cornerstone classes, help improve the wellbeing of students 

and the collaboration allows the students to enhance their 

educational achievements, despite the hardships of poverty. 

With continued sponsorship of Cornerstone classes we are able 

to help assist the students and schools so that they are given 

opportunities to reach their potential. 

FAST FACTS: 

Cornerstone 
• It is ANCOP’s partnership program for 

education— one for Elementary and one 

for High School.   

• Reaches out to slow learners in public 

elementary schools, with focus on 

reading and learning needs of Grades 2 

and 3 pupils.  

• Targets  high school leaders through 

Christian leadership and values 

formation classes.   

• Provides family support through 

parenting and values formation 

sessions.   

• The tutorials, values formation sessions 

and other activities are held mostly on 

weekends and run by  volunteers coming 

from the CFC community.  Many 

volunteers come from the SFC. 

• In the Philippines’ school year  2017-

2018, ANCOP’s Cornerstone was present 

in 215 partner schools.  

• CFC ANCOP Australia funded five of 

these schools: four in Luzon and one in 

Mindanao . 

Cornerstone tutors from Singles for Christ attend to their duties 

Tito Bong Bernardo, CFC ANCOP Australia President, joined our Cornerstone visit, and entertained the kids with his magic tricks 
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M 
y heart is full of gratefulness, gratitude, 

compassion and love after the 2019 ANCOP 

immersion experience. I never expected that this 

experience would bring me closer to God and make me more 

grateful and thankful for His blessings to my family and the 

community. The time spent with the poor opened my eyes 

and heart to their plights. It has inspired me more to support 

and spread awareness about  the work that ANCOP does. 

My eldest son Alejandro joined me on the immersion because 

I wanted him to experience a different view of this world. I 

prayed that he would understand the true meaning of life and 

to have a “change of heart”. This was his thirteenth birthday 

gift from us that we hope he will remember and cherish for 

the rest of his life. 

We visited a few places including the  St Arnold Janssen 

Kalinga Center in Tayuman, Metro Manila. This center, named 

after the saint who founded the Society of the Divine Word, 

seeks to serve the poorest of the poor, the homeless and the 

marginalised. The centre in Tayuman was inaugurated in 2015 

by Archbishop Luis Antonio Cardinal Tagle. Its mission is 

“recreating and empowering lives”.  

One of the speakers from the summit that we attended 

mentioned that at the end our lives we will not be judged by 

how many diplomas we have received, how much money we 

have made or how many great things we have done. Instead 

we will be judged by how much things we have done for 

others. A life not lived with others is not a life. “For I was 

hungry and you gave me something to eat, I was thirsty and 

you gave me something to drink, I was a stranger and you 

invited me in” (Matthew 25:35). 

Arnold Jansenn Kalinga Centre is a community-based program, 

which is a sanctuary for many in the area of Tayuman, Manila. 

This program seeks to go beyond addressing only one of the 

many local and national social issues such as poverty and 

hunger. Its objective is to change the lives of the unfortunate in 

a holistic manner. From this vision, the Kalinga Center’s three 

phases were born, as explained by Helen’s sharing on page 8. 

It is an overwhelming feeling and heart-warming to know that  

there are so many church groups, schools and communities 

who dedicate themselves to  supporting our less privileged 

brothers and sisters.  We are part of the same Christ-filled 

community; as such our brothers and sisters need our love, 

help, support and prayers to continue the good work. The aim 

of many communities is to help and support others in need. To 

love our neighbour is one of God’s greatest commandments.  

One of the things I learned from this immersion experience and 

will not forget was from the talk given by Sister Adora of the  St  

Martin de Porres orphanage. During adoration night, she 

showed us the true face of Jesus. She  said: “Jesus is always 

thirsty. How do we quench the thirst of Jesus? Every act of 

goodness is a drop to quench the thirst of Jesus”. I reflected 

that I need to do more acts of goodness to quench the thirst of 

Jesus. I need to do more service by spreading awareness, 

supporting the work of ANCOP and offering prayers to God. 

May we learn how to open our hearts and do acts of goodness 

to others in need so we will quench the thirst of Jesus. God 

bless our bodies, our minds, but most of all — our hearts. 

“Jesus is always thirsty” 
By Bleish Rivera, CFC Sydney 

Me and my son Alejandro, 13, at the CFC Conference in MOA 

Fr Flavie Villanueva, SVD, explaining to us the holistic work of  Kalinga 
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A 
t the onset of the ANCOP Ambassador’s Immersion 

for 2019, I was advised multiple times by many 

people to keep an open heart and strive to listen to 

what God is trying to tell me through the experience. Given 

that I was not technically a part of the Ambassadors program, 

and that I joined the immersion as a regular YFC member with 

very basic knowledge or interest in ANCOP, I honestly had no 

expectations coming into the immersion. I had resolved to 

remain open to what I may learn from the experience, but I did 

not want to romanticise it; I did not expect to be 

metaphorically hit in the face with any intense emotions or 

new revelations. If there is anything I have learnt in the past 

year, it is that God is not only present when we are at the 

height of our emotions; He can speak in the silence and can 

move hearts little by little at a time.  

Over the whole immersion, I have come to understand a little 

better the breadth of what ANCOP does in the Philippines. 

There is no doubt about the extent of the mission; ANCOP is 

present in multiple countries, reaching out to the poor on 

multiple fronts. But in referring to the ‘breadth of the mission’, 

I am not just talking about the number of families that ANCOP 

has helped. I am referring to the magnitude to which ANCOP 

has impacted the lives of those in need, and that is something I 

came to understand by seeing up close the lives of ANCOP’s 

beneficiaries. I had the privilege of witnessing the work of 

ANCOP firsthand, to put faces to a report, to put names and 

stories to a program outline. And when you are faced with the 

fruits of the mission, and when you understand your role in 

cultivating those fruits, you come away with a greater 

appreciation and drive for the work of ANCOP. 

Halfway through the immersion program, we attended the CFC 

international leader’s conference at the Mall of Asia (MOA). 

Unfortunately, I was not able to absorb the experience in is 

fullness because I was feeling sick at the time, but I did still find 

Keeping an open heart  
By Carmeli Argana, YFC Sydney 

Carmeli, with one of the children of an ANCOP village in Paniqui, Tarlac 

The CFC International Leaders Conference at MoA 
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value in it. The conference itself was one of the ‘quieter’ 

moments of the immersion, in my opinion. It was one of the 

more passive activities in the program; all it required of us was 

our attention and receptivity to the speakers, which is a stark 

contrast to the active interaction and engagement we were 

accustomed to throughout the immersion. Perhaps it was for 

this reason that I found most value in this activity. 

The conference saw the debut of the CFC community’s theme 

for this year— Live as Children of Light.  Although I was not the 

intended audience for many of the talks, I could still learn from 

the teachings being communicated. One message that really 

stuck with me came from Session Two; “communication is 

learnt in moments of peace to be used in moments of tumult”. 

For example, when a teaching no longer seems to apply to us, 

that is actually a grace that God has given us. A grace that we 

can reflect upon when we’re in tumult, and be thankful for. The 

conference, for me, helped to frame the rest of the immersion 

in terms of this. What grace has God already bestowed upon 

me? And what does He want to reveal to me throughout the 

immersion? 

The immersion as a whole has been a rewarding experience. It 

was part of God’s plan for me that I be part of the immersion, 

and if there is one thing I felt Him tell me, it was that He still 

wanted to use me. There is a joy in seeing how far your 

contribution to the mission goes, and knowing that you played 

a role in making someone’s life better. It is a privilege to be part 

of the mission, and part of the answer to the cry of the poor. 

Bonding with locals members of the CFC Youth for Christ in Paniqui, Tarlac 

“What grace has God already 

bestowed upon me? And what 

does He want to reveal to me 

throughout the immersion?” 
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and bathing. I cannot imagine them carrying buckets of water 

up the hill on a regular basis, but  they don’t complain, and 

they are happy that they are able to send their kids to school 

for a better future. 

Finally, I met Japheth (photo above), a 16-year-old high school 

student, who could not hide his emotions and shed a few tears 

while thanking ANCOP for helping him with his studies. He is a 

very quiet, sensitive but smart young lad who is an ANCOP 

scholar. He does not mind walking four kilometres to and from 

school every day and feels very blessed to have the 

opportunity to study when he became an ANCOP scholar. He is 

a talented young man and a consistent honour student since 

primary school. He promised to excel and finish his studies to 

help his family and provide them with a better life. 

I saw Christ in every person I met at Our Lady of Banneux CFC 

community. I witnessed how CFC, through ANCOP, had 

transformed and will continue to transform their lives and help 

them get closer to God. This is truly faith in action and in my 

opinion, the best way to spread the word of God and to fulfil 

our CFC mission of evangelization. Thank you, Lord for the 

opportunity to see YOU in the eyes of our less fortunate 

brethren. 

D 
ay 6 of our immersion and we were to visit a CFC 

community in a hilly part of San Mateo, Rizal called 

Our Lady of Banneux. As we entered the compound, 

we were warmly welcomed by residents. We saw smiling faces 

with genuine anticipation at meeting us and we received warm 

hugs and firm handshakes. The place has a beautiful view of 

the city and it was sunny but windy. I could sense a feeling of 

calmness, happiness and peace surrounding the area. Maybe it 

was the people, or the view, or the statue of Our Lady of 

Banneux or a combination of all.  

I had the pleasure of meeting two wonderful families who 

welcomed me into their homes and shared their lives. Ana and 

Carlito have a 12-year-old daughter. Ana and her daughter 

work as hotel attendants while Carlito is a tradesman. Despite 

the lack of necessities in life, such as electricity, and water, I 

never heard them complain about anything. They are thankful 

and satisfied with their lives  and are very grateful that they 

have a home and a community like CFC who supports and helps 

them spiritually and materially. Carlito told us a story about 

their neighbour putting tiles on their toilet and when there 

were some tiles left, his neighbour gave them to him even 

without him asking. They take good care of each other and 

trust everything to God. Ana and Carlito are Household heads 

and ministering others to be closer to God. 

I also met Lorna and Jose who have four children with one  a 

scholar of ANCOP. Their three older children grew up with the 

community, are currently members of Youth for Christ and 

studying in university. The youngest who is 11 years old is with 

Kids for Christ. They lack drinking water and have to purchase it 

every week. There is a well at the bottom of the hill about one 

kilometre away and they have to fetch water there for washing 

Encountering Jesus in others 
By Bobby Edmilao, CFC Sydney 

A group photo, on the foreground of the Our Lady of Banneux statue 
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O 
ur Lady of Banneux (OLB) is another ANCOP village 

site situated at the hilltop in San Mateo Rizal, 

Philippines. The ANCOP Australia ambassadors had 

the chance to meet and chat with the families in the village, 

ANCOP scholars, scholar’s parents and the Program 

Implementing Team (PIT).  

Lerio’s family, one of the families who have lived in the village 

for five years, shared how grateful they are to be part of the 

OLB community. Despite of the shortage of electricity (which is 

sourced via solar panel) and lack of water supply in the area, 

they are relieved that they’re no longer paying monthly house 

rental. The couple is actively serving in CFC as household head 

and their two children are also active members of YFC and KFC 

respectively. The family believe that they were able to 

overcome all their struggles through God’s faithfulness and 

grace. God has led them where they are right now and they 

wholeheartedly responded to the call to beGod’s humble 

servants. 

Ariel Lucreta, one of ANCOP Switzerland’s scholars joyfully 

shared that he will graduate this coming March 2019 with a 

Bachelor of Science in Secondary Education. He is the eldest in 

the family and has one sister and one brother. He said that life 

was too difficult back then. He had to discontinue his studies 

due to financial issues and decided to look for a job to help 

sustain his family’s basic needs. He was extremely grateful 

when the opportunity came to be one of the ANCOP scholars. 

Aside from the education support provided by ANCOP, he felt 

blessed to have gone through a transformative experience 

through the teachings he got  from Youth for Christ. He is 

actively serving in YFC and currently doing ANCOP volunteering 

work – keeping a positive attitude that he will soon earn a 

degree, pass the licensure exam, help his family and pay 

forward by sponsoring a child through ANCOP someday. 

My interaction with the ANCOP beneficiaries has taught me 

that CFC ANCOP is not just a mere NGO. It offers values 

formation and teachings that plays a vital role in sharing 

Christ’s transforming love with the poor. A community that 

uplifts human’s dignity, accepting not condemning, and love 

with more compassion. 

Stories that inspire 
By Kayen Dapar, SFC  Melbourne 

“ 
My interaction 

with the 

beneficiaries has 

taught me a lot 

about ANCOP 
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Postcards from OLB 
By Lyz Salcedo, SFC Cairns 

With ANCOP scholars, beneficiaries of the Education Sponsorship Program — 
one of ANCOP’s programs that focuses on providing education for the less-

Playing with the village children. We felt young again! 
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I 
t was a 3-minute walk from our accommodation. We 

walked into the busy and crowded streets of the town. 

We also had to pass by an ‘eskinita’ (alleyway), a narrow 

path between buildings, to get to our destination. Series of 

electric wires that seemed like spider webs hanging around the 

houses grabbed my attention. It was indeed a dangerous scene 

to look at.  

A few moments later, what stole my attention away from the 

electric wires were the houses in the barangay. There was a 

house on top of a house and another house on top of that 

house – I suddenly realised, we were at a squatter’s area. It was 

a very different place compared to where I live here in 

Australia. I felt a sudden fear for our safety.  

Nonetheless, children were cheerfully playing on the path and 

some were in front of their houses. Other residents of the 

barangay were just outside of their houses chatting with one 

another. I greeted them and received warm smiles. In that 

instant I felt welcomed. I slowly calmed down and saw Christ’s 

face manifested in these people. I realised that these are the 

different faces of Christ revealed in the poor. I saw myself 

together with my poor brothers and sisters in Christ with God 

between us.   

In the midst of these, there was a three-storey building under 

construction. We finally reached our destination. We were at 

Paranaque ANCOP Rotary (PAR2) Moonwalk Residences at 

Saint Paul, San Augustin Village, Moonwalk, City of Paranaque. 

We were welcomed by the Couples for Christ members living in 

the town and the engineer in charge of the building’s 

construction. The building is expected to create 32 houses. I 

was glad and relieved to hear that the beneficiaries of the 

houses are the poor families living in the squatter’s area of 

the barangay.  

I realised how important and valuable these houses will be to 

my less fortunate brothers and sisters in Christ. With the 

support of the local government unit of Paranaque, Rotary 

International, and ANCOP, these families will have a safer and 

more secure shelter. They will turn these houses into homes, 

for sure. I can imagine how joyful the parents will be for they 

will have a safer and more stable roof and house for their 

family. I also thought of the convenience this will provide 

towards their children.  This will give them a space where 

they can read their books and write their homework 

comfortably.   

Sacrifice 

We saw how dedicated and passionate the construction 

workers were. Some were only in their thongs while working 

with cement and most of them were working without proper 

reflective vests, gloves, and hard hats. Despite the lack of 

these materials, they were still working hard to finish the 

building.  

We, the ANCOP team from Australia, were able to help the 

constructions workers in our own little ways. We delivered 

By Erika Mae Lu,  SFC Darwin 

Helping the urban poor 

32 houses are being built in Paranaque ANCOP Rotary (PAR2) Moonwalk 
Residences  
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the hollow blocks up to the top floor through ‘bayanihan’. All of 

us did the task together by passing it to the next person until it 

reaches the top floor. Thus, it lessened the workload and made 

the job easier. It was a beautiful experience to witness and be 

part of such a simple yet a fulfilling task which showed how we, 

as one community, can work together in completing a goal.  

Some of us helped in filtering sand, in mixing concrete and in 

plastering the inside walls. I had the privilege to interact, work 

with, and assist the construction workers of the building. One of 

the workers was very kind and patient in teaching me how to 

properly plaster the walls. Looking at him, it seemed to be an 

easy task yet when it was my turn to plaster the wall, it was 

completely different from what I expected. My patience and 

will to successfully finish the job were put to test. The cement 

was heavy, and it took me a number of tries to successfully stick 

the cement to the wall.  

Later on, I had the chance to have a conversation with him 

while working. He told me that he is not from Paranaque but 

from Bacolod, a small town about 20 hours away from 

Paranaque. What brought him to Paranaque was his desire to 

work and to provide for his family, his brothers and sisters and 

especially to his parents since they are not getting any younger. 

I was touched by his kindness, generosity and his perseverance. 

He sacrifices living away from his family and working as a 

construction worker which is a physically demanding job just to 

be able to support them.  

I remembered my family, especially my parents. My Mum and 

Dad were full of hopes and dreams for my brother and I. They 

worked so hard and thus, being able to move here to Australia 

was God’s blessing to us. It has given us so many opportunities 

to prepare for a better life and future. I am beyond blessed to 

be living and enjoying the opportunities I have here in Australia.  

Also, I saw the hope in his eyes which was similar to the hope 

and determination that my parents had. I am now more 

determined to fulfill my role as ANCOP ambassador after 

witnessing his hope in being able to provide for the needs of his 

family and to lead them to a better life and future away from 

poverty. He reminded me to work hard not just for myself but 

also for my parents and that I should continue to share my 

blessings with my family and to my brothers and sisters in 

Christ.  

This ANCOP immersion reaffirmed to me that God has been 

working through all of us ANCOP ambassadors to help bring His 

light and love to our poor brothers and sisters. Initially, I was 

scared because of the environment and being uncomfortable 

with the people in the squatter’s area but God reminded me 

that the love of God that is present in my friends and family is 

the same love that is present in the hearts of my brothers and 

sisters in the squatter’s area. I was reaffirmed that we should 

reach out to them and share the graces that God has given us. 

This is how I truly witnessed how the Lord uses ANCOP to 

answer the cry of the poor. I am blessed to have the 

opportunity to be part of the CFC ANCOP Australia 

Ambassadors Immersion 2019 and I am excited to see how 

ANCOP will continue to answer the cry of the poor.  
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I 
t’s been a privilege to be part of the 2019 ANCOP 

Immersion.  We had a chance to help build ANCOP 

houses  in Moonwalk, Paranaque.  My experience in 

helping the construction workers with fellow ANCOP 

ambassadors as a team was so fulfilling. On the other hand I 

was also sad seeing and knowing that there are still a lot of 

people who really need some help. Sharing my time was 

rewarding in so many ways both spiritually and physically. 

I believe in ANCOP’s objectives and ideals, in its philosophy of 

service, and fellowship. Above all, I believe that being a CFC 

ANCOP Ambassador is not a casual role  to be taken lightly, but 

an important role . Everyone in CFC is an ambassador for 

ANCOP, as ANCOP is part of our community’s twin mission.  We 

build the church of the home. We build the church of the poor. 

As I always say, “True service is the ability to give, to be selfless 

to be willing to give up oneself to benefit the needy.” 

I am always grateful and happy to be a CFC ANCOP 

Ambassador and more than happy to be a mentor for the next 

CFC WA ANCOP Ambassador. With this may God be praised 

and continue to guide us all in this journey.  

 

Building the church of the poor 
By Arnold Tan, CFC Perth 

 

Fast Facts 

ANCOP’s Community 

Development Program 

• ANCOP is engaged in building inexpensive houses - as part 

of its holistic program for the Philippine poor 

• Founded on Godly ‘love of neighbour’  

• Gives the poor beneficiaries an opportunity to work 

together for their dream community, in partnership with 

civic groups, government agencies and other partners 

local and abroad, including CFC ANCOP Australia.  

• To date, CFC ANCOP has established 47 communities or 

villages, with a total number of  2,990 houses. 

• More communities and houses are forthcoming in: 

 Salcedo, Western Samar (346 houses) 

 Taysan, Legazpi (50 houses)) 

 Maribojoc, Bohol (41 houses) 

 Buguey (28 houses) 

 Pangasinan (30 houses) 

 Caloocan (40 houses) 

• CFC ANCOP Australia has funded two ANCOP 

communities: the Bantayan Island Malbago Village in Cebu 

and the Basey Community in Samar. 
Arnold, supervising the work of Noemi and Juliet 
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T 
he last day of the ANCOP Immersion was the ANCOP 

Summit held at the CFC Office in Cubao.  It was 

attended by CFC ANCOP leaders from all over the 

Philippines and visiting leaders from overseas.  Due to space 

restrictions, we were accommodated in the adjacent 

conference room where we connected to the presenters and 

audience gathered in the main hall via video call.  It wasn’t 

really that elaborate but was still able to make us all feel 

excited about the recent  developments in ANCOP. I feel 

ANCOP is now really elevating to the “next level”! 

The top leaders provided updates on the different ANCOP 

work— Educational Sponsorship Program (ESP), Community 

Development Program (CDP), Events and Communication, 

Finance, and Quality Assurance Department, as well as CFC 

Social Development.    The updates gave us an indication of the 

magnitude of the work and God’s constant provision.  In the 

Philippines alone, there were 10, 272 scholars in 2018, where 

449 of those were CFC ANCOP Australia– sponsored.  Coming 

soon is an annual ANCOP scholars’ year book per area so we 

can document and be inspired by the growing number of young 

people being helped through ANCOP. An alumni database is 

also being constructed to record the employment outcomes of 

the ESP graduates.  Since 2010, ANCOP has produced 1,735 

college and vocational graduates.  Finding out what 

employment they have gained and knowing in which fields  

they now work will be a useful information to help inspire 

others.  

The ANCOP Summit highlighted to us that the learning 

opportunity being offered by ANCOP is also being extended to 

the parents. This is to empower them as the real pastors and 

providers of their families.  Hence TVET-P (Technical and 

Vocational Education Training for parents) is also now a 

growing initiative. ANCOP has partnered with the Don Bosco - 

One TVET Philippines in delivering important skills training to 

youth, and also to parents. Don Bosco One TVET is a network of 

Summit caps memorable trip, 
moves us to ‘level up’ 
By Cynthia Argana, CFC Sydney 

Rudy Gaspillo, CFC ANCOP Global Foundation, Inc. (CAGFI) President, addresses the 2019 ANCOP  and CFC Social 
Development  Meeting (Summit) which was the last event we attended in our immersion trip 

A TVET Mobile Training Center being rolled out by ANCOP-Don Bosco 
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18 Technical and Vocational Education Training (TVET) centres 

spread across the Philippines. By partnering with this network, 

CFC ANCOP can respond better to the needs of the poor in 

remote areas by delivering the training onsite via a  Mobile 

Training Centre or MTC.  For a cost of PhP 1.9M, one mobile 

school truck can already be fitted, supplied and run, like the 

one piloted recently in Leyte.  TVET-P provides skills training  in 

electrical installation and maintenance, steel metal arc welding, 

masonry and carpentry. 

On the community 

development front, ANCOP 

clinched a partnership with 

SMDC (home property 

developer arm of the largest 

retailer group in the 

Philippines) which will fund 

the construction of 300 

ANCOP houses in Salcedo, 

Eastern Samar.  They call this 

the ‘mother of all projects’ as 

site development is done by 

CFC engineer volunteer 

members.  ANCOP was also 

approached by other 

organisations, such as the Cross-Catholic outreach, which 

requested ANCOP to implement their shelter initiatives of 26 

homes in Legazpi and 14 homes in Sorsogon (provinces in the 

Bicol region, southwestern Philippines).  These ANCOP villages 

are made sustainable with the introduction of livelihood 

programs such as mushroom growing and organic farming.  As 

it was said during the summit, even if you give them (referring 

to the poor) a house but if they are jobless, the vicious cycle of 

poverty will be hard to break. 

On operations and quality assurance, we learned from the 

Summit that CFC ANCOP has applied for an ISO 9001:2015 

Quality Management System (QMS) Certification. This 

certification, which comes from the International Organization 

for Standardisation, is only granted following a careful auditing 

and scrutiny of the organisation’s operations and processes.  

(Post Summit update: ANCOP has passed the required 

certification audit, the last one being in January 2019, and has 

been recommended for a QMS certification. This is good news 

and says a lot about the credibility of our program delivery! The 

auditors, in their reports,  stated that “CFC ANCOP has 

established and maintains an effective system to ensure 

compliance with its policy and objectives, and that the 

organization’s management system 

complies with, adequately maintains 

and implements the requirements of 

the standard”). 

One thing about the summit that I 

loved was meeting with members of 

the ANCOP Project Implementing 

Team (PIT).  They are my real 

heroes! I had the privilege of meeting 

a number of them when we went to 

Our Lady of Banneux community in 

Rizal. One of them were the couple 

Ed and Leonila Naco whose sharing 

appeared in the ANCOP Ambassador 

proclamation magazine, Gratus. PIT 

workers are like second parents to our scholars (and potential 

scholars).  They not only care for, but seek those who are in 

need.  I remember one of them shared how he got a reputation 

in their neighbourhood that when someone finds or hears 

about a sorry state of a child, their neighbour ‘reports’ it to 

them and they will go to that child no matter how far, remote 

or even dangerous the whereabout is.  He probably is even 

more famous than the Barangay captain or city Mayor.   

Full of knowledge, inspirations and hope, we spent the last 

night of the immersion verbalising our own understanding 

about ANCOP and our mission with the poor as well as planning 

for our own “next level” when we come back home to 

Australia. 

The lifeline of the ANCOP operations are the members of the local Project Implementing teams., who inspired us so much with their dedication to serving the poor 

“ Full of knowledge, 

inspirations and 

hope, we spent 

the last night of the immersion  

planning for our own “next 

level” when we come back home 

to Australia. 


